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demands should be. For the heads of each service were, like the chan-
cellor himself, directly responsible to the Emperor. Thus it was not in
the chancellor's power to co-ordinate military or naval policy with
foreign; that belonged to the Emperor alone. It is true that Bismarck
himself came in effect to do so, but his authority was exceptional.
Even he had trouble at times with the Prussian military chiefs, but
from the foundation of the Reich his prestige was so great that he
usually got his way. It was otherwise with his successors. William II
was determined to be war lord, and insisted on the principle that the
heads of his army acknowledged no superior but himself. He took
the same line with the navy, to whose chief he habitually referred as
'mein Tirpitz'. Hence when divergence appeared between the in-
terests of military or naval policy, on the one hand, and those of
diplomatic policy, on the other—as in the case of the German naval
programme, which by 1911 had shown itself to be almost certainly
incompatible with the diplomatic rapprochement towards England—it
was always the Kaiser who decided, not the chancellor. And William
II, who had an intense craving to be the hero of his armed forces, had
little courage for saying *No' to the chiefs of either.
A good illustration of this system is afforded by the general staff's
adoption at the end of 1905 of the Schlieffen Plan. In its military
aspects this plan (however marred in its execution by the younger
Moltke in 1914) was a very great conception; and opinion in the
general staff was so unanimous in its favour, that they decided to rely
on it and have no other. Yet it was of the essence of the Plan that it
involved violating Belgian neutrality, not merely on a fractional scale,
but to the largest extent possible. It was therefore bound to provoke
war with Great Britain. The general staff did not mind the prospect;
the chancellor, at least when he was Bethmann-Hollweg, did. Yet
the latter had scarcely a say in the matter. In the 1914 crisis, as he
shows in his Betrachtungen %um Weltkriegey he had no alternative here
but to comply with the wishes of the general staff. What they would
be, he had known for a long time; and apparently the best that he
could do was to multiply counter-inducements for British abstention,
in the hope that when the crash came a very pacific British cabinet
and parliament might perhaps keep their country out.
From 1908 onwards the dominance of the general staff over policy
grew. The personal authority of the Emperor, which was the only
check on it, received a shattering blow from the publication of the
Daily Telegraph interview in the autumn of that year; and when
Biilow retired in the following summer, the choice of his successor
meant in itself a lessening of civilian weight in the balances. For
Bethmann-Hollweg, who did not belong to the Prussian nobility, but
derived.from a patrician family at Frankfort, was really no more than

